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Abstractu In  ~t multicomponent te~mc~ theory, the question arises of which component should xt~p- 
resent he particle system. In Aesthetic Field Theory, all scalars are constaut, so we cannot choose .. 
scalar to play such a role. A pessib]]ity is to choose r°00, as this is the only component of the basic 
field P~'k that is ,~ffected by three di~,~a;~,d rotaticm (or three dimensional linear traudorm~ 
tlons). Such a posm'hillty treats the COOrdinAtes Z,1/,Z, and z 0 in a different way from the outset. 
Another po~ibillty is to represent the particle system by V~ (or p~mibly g). g is the determinJmt of 
a second rank temor and is unehAn~-d by a four dlmemdonal rotation. The first question we ask is 
which 91i do we take, considering the~e are infinite po~ible ways to construct a gO from other basic 
fields such as F~k. We show that the choice of 9ij makes no diffexlnce so far M the map of V~ (or g) 
is concerned up to a constant scale factor. We choose to map ~ although our arguments are valid 
for 9 as well. In order to obtain a nontrivial solution for ~'i, it is necessary for I~k ~ 0. 'In 
paper, we find an example of a I~k ~ 0 system that leads to a nnfltipartlde lattice solution for 
when we specify an integnttion path. (From a numerical point of view, it is not clear if the lattice 
system found represents a "perfect" lattice.) This result enlarges the scope of Aesthetic Field Theory 
as F~k ~ 0 solutions hould be considered as well. We investigate other features of the ~ system. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
A set of nonlinear partial differential equations represents a sYstem of model universes. (We get 
different model universes for different sets of arbitrary data.) An aim of studying model universes 
is that it may simulate the real universe at least in some domain and also may yield insight into 
basic physical principles. In a deeper sense, we can make the hypothesis that the foundations of 
physics lies in mathematical  "aesthetics." We have been able to show in our previous work [1,2] 
that mathematical ly aesthetic principles can lead to a set of nonlinear field equations and, thus, 
represent a system of model universes. 
A prerequisite for any such model universe is that it leads to a multiparticle system. Our 
program has indeed led to multiparticle systems, as well as multiparticles located in a regular 
array (lattice solution) [3]. We have obtained solutions in which lattice particles undergo simple 
harmonic motion [4]. 
We have been studying the following mathematical esthetic principles: all derivatives of ten- 
sors as well as all tensors are treated in a uniform way with respect o change. 
A summary of our work on Aesthetic Field Theory is found in the talk given by this author at 
the Conference on Field Theory and General Relativity (June 26, 1988 to July 2, 1988) and will 
not be repeated here. A problem alluded to in this talk, and common to any tensor field theory, 
is which field component should be taken to represent the particle system? The change function 
in Aesthetic Field Theory has 64 components. We can also form an infinite number of products 
involving the field. In addition, we can introduce other tensors in the theory besides r lk .  Thus, 
the choice of which component to represent the particle system involves an infinite number of 
possibilities. 
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2. REPRESENTAT ION OF  PART ICLE  SYSTEMS BY  r ° 
A scalar field has the desirable property that it is independent of the coordinate system. 
However, from a tensor field, we can form an infinite number of scalar fields. Which scalar should 
be chosen out of all these choices? 
In conventional field theories, at the outset, one chooses a particular scalar as more important 
than others from the infinite possibilities. The Lagrangian density is chosen so that the field 
equations are no higher than a second derivative in the field. This hypothesis can be considered 
as ad hoc and is the raison d' ~tre for Aesthetic Field Theory. 
In Aesthetic Field, no such problem of choosing one scalar function over another exists, as all 
scalars are constant in the theory. We can see this as follows: starting with a tensor one can 
form a second tensor of the same rank by multiplying the first tensor by a scalar. If scalars were 
not constant then the second tensor would obey a different dynamical law than the first tensor. 
Thus, the only way that we can have a similar change equation for all tensors would be to require 
that all scalars be constant. This result can be seen explicitly by considering the change of any 
particular scalar as in [1]. 
Therefore, within Aesthetic Field Theory, we can rule out the representation f the particle 
system by a scalar. 
A candidate to represent the particle system is the component ro°0. This component is the only 
choice among the 64 components ofrj. k that is not altered by a rotation in three dimensional space 
(or any linear coordinate transformation in three dimensional space), r°oo would be analogous to 
g00 in gravitational theory where g00 is related to the gravitational potential. 
This ro°o represents a possibility for representation f the particle system. In much of our work 
in Aesthetic Field Theory we have been mapping the component r~l. We have not concerned 
ourselves in the past with which component should represent the particle system, since the lattice 
solutions we have been dealing with generally have the property that all 64 r j t  have lattice 
structure. 
By just changing the labels of the coordinates, these maps of r~l can be taken as maps of r°0 . 
r0°0 then represents a natural component to represent particle systems. In this approach, "time" 
(represented by the 0 index) is taken to be different from space at the outset. 
We would choose r0°0 rather than, say r0°0 r00o, as rjk is the basic field in the theory from 
which the change of all tensors is determined. 
Another possible way to represent the particle system is via the quantity vr~ or perhaps g, where 
g is the determinant of a second rank tensor. We shall study this possibility in the remainder of 
the paper. 
3. DETERMINANT OF  g~j 
The basic equations of Aesthetic Field Theory are [1,2] 
;1 = o, (i) 
where Ti.:Jk~/p'::. can be written 
gin,, 0,, ). (2) 
The dots inside the parentheses refer to any other tensor fields. The system (1) then represents 
an infinite number of equations. The ;-derivative has the same formal structure as a covariant 
derivative. However, it does not have the meaning of a covariant derivative since we are not 
dealing with curvilinear coordinates. Equation (1) determines the change of tensors within a 
Cartesian space. The system (I) can be said to close upon itself since T~..J~//~/~:-. can be taken to 
be r~t itself. Then Equation (I) becomes 
= - rm,. (3) 
o,, + ' 
r~- k is the basic field, since, from (1), determines the change of all other tensor fields. 
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Figure 1. Map of F~I for the data treed in Section G. Numbers in this Figure 
and other Figures are 100 times actual mrmhe~. Grid is .15. In this map and 
Figures 2, 3, and 4, the integration path is Bpecified in the way described in the text. 
In our work we shall restrict ourselves to four dimensional space-time. Thus, indices run 
through the values 1, 2, 3, 0. 
We can introduce an "independent" gij by specifying origin point data for such a quantity 
without any reference to Fj~. We could also construct from Fjk an infinite number of second 
rank tensors. For example, we can write down 
= 
(4) 
Here, gnp(~) is defined by 
= 6,". (5 )  
The superscript in g~), in Equation (4), tells us which member of the infinite set of g~j, constructed 
from r jk , we are talking about. 
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In any of the cases mentioned above, the change of gij is determined from (1) to be 
t 
~X/c - -  
As a result, V~ --  ~ has for its change 
(6) 
= 
Equation (7) holds, whether g~j is symmetric (for example, g}J)) or nonsynm~etric. It holds, 
whetller gij is specified independently at the origin or not. Furthermore, no matter how glj is 
constructed from P}k (as in Equation (4)) the map of V~ is the same, provided V~ at the origin 
is the same. Even if V~ is prescribed independently at the origin, its map is the same, provided 
its origin point data is the same. In addition, if we multiply the origin value of V~ by some 
amount A, then all the entries in the map of V~ are multiplied by A. Thus, up to scale, there is 
a single map for v~ no matter what structure g~j has (or has not) in terms of other fields, g has 
the same property. 
Thus far we have argued that the map of V~ is independent of how gij is formed. We next 
ask whether we should represent the particle system by v~, g, g2, etc. We note that there is one 
independent map, since all the maps involving functions of g can be obtained from, say, the V~ 
map. 
From a practical point of view, we will downplay the distinction between V~ and g. If we get 
a lattice for V~, we will also get a lattice when we square all the entries in the map. As there 
is but one independent map involving the determinant ofg~j, we will choose the simplest entity 
involving the determinant that appears naturally in a tensor theory. (V~ enables a tensor density 
to be transformed into a tensor.) Before, we chose r0°0 rather than r0°0 P0°0 . We do a similar 
thing now. We could have chosen g, as it is invariant under inversions, but as mentioned above, 
we have chosen to do our mapping for V~" 
Thus far, we have argued that r00, and now V~, are attractive candidates for representing the 
particle system. We will not draw any definitive conclusions in this work. What we shall do is 
investigate what features are present in a particular V~ system. 
In our more recent work, we have not made use of the determinant ofg~j, although we worked 
with this quantity in our earlier work. The reason for its omission is that any model universe 
should involve multiparticles. Our first multiparticle system was obtained in [3]. All of our 
multiparticle solutions in and since [3] have the property that F~k = 0, and, thus, from (7), 
g would not change from point to point. Furthermore, when we made numerous attempts to 
introduce r~k ~ 0 in sets of origin point data, we found that r~k ~ 0 made the situation worse. 
Numbers in the map became xcessively arge, signifying asingularity may be developing, or that 
errors were making the numerical problem intractable. 
The attractive features of V~ discussed previously have led us to an increased study of r~k ~ 0 
systems of data. The question is whether we can find lattice solutions where F~k is not zero. We 
recall a theorem established in [2]--if r~k is zero at one point then it is zero everywhere. This is 
a special case of the theorem which says that tensor equations are maintained at all points by the 
field equations. Thus, for F~k to be nonzero, it is sufficient o prescribe Fj.~ at the origin point 
with this property. 
4. INTEGRABILITY VS. NO INTEGRABILITY 
All our lattices and multiparticle solutions in four dimensions have the property that the 
integrability equations are not satisfied. 
We have pointed out in [2] that integrability is not necessary or even compelling. Nonintegra- 
bility is the more natural situation. We can make the following analogy from another branch of 
physics. In dealing with forces on a body, the notion of conservative forces appears quite often. 
Work involving conservative forces has a simple property of being independent ofpath. However, 
just because it is easier from a practical view to deal with work independence of path, it does not 
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Figure 2. Map of ~¢~ at z -- 0, t -- 0 in the q"l" quadrant. The grid is .15. The 
separation between points is .60. Path is specified in the usual way. 
mean that conservative forces are necessary or even compelling. For example, nonconservative 
forces appear in Faraday's law, where q ~ E • ell ~ O. In our situation, we are not dealing at 
this stage with forces, but in integrating field equations, tarting with data prescribed at a single 
point called the origin point. Integration, that is independent of path, may be the simplest o 
handle from a practical point of view, however, as different paths traverse different environments, 
there is no reason for the integration to be independent of path. Independence of path is not 
necessary or even compelling. 
An elementary theorem of calculus tells us that the symmetry of mixed derivatives implies that 
integration of the field be independent ofpath. This has led us to generalize the calculus [2,5] by 
introducing derivatives which are not necessarily symmetric. We have shown that it is consistent 
to do this in a series of papers which is reviewed in [5]. The generalized derivatives agree with 
conventional derivatives, in the special case that the system is integrable (integration i dependent 
of path). The system is integrable when a set of integrability equations i satisfied [5]. 
Nonintegrable systems can be treated using high speed computers. We have introduced two 
separate approaches to nonintegrable systems in [2,5,6]. 
By considering nonintegrable systems, our search for systems atisfying F~k ¢ 0 has greater 
flexibility than was present at the time of [1]. 
5. A SYSTEM OF ORIGIN POINT DATA THAT LEADS TO A LATTICE FOR v~ 
Even with the additional scope present if we do not require the integrability equations to be 
satisfied, data with F~k not zero often leads to large numbers which either implies that singularities 
are developing or that the situation is intractable from a numerical point of view. However, this 
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Figure 3. Map of V~ at t = 1, z = -8 .  Grid is .15. Separation between points is 
.60. Path is specified in the usual way. 
,DO ,DO ,oo ,~  ,oo ,oo 
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Filp~e 4. Map of V~ at t = 3, z = -8 .  Grid k .15. Separation between points is 
.60. Path is specified in the usual way. 
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is not the case in all instances. Consider the following set of data for I '~ :  
rl~ = 1"°1 =-rh  =-rh  = 1.o, 
rh  = r]l =-rh =-rh  = 1.o. 
(8) 
The other r~ are zero. Using 
and 
we obtain for I'~k 
r~k = e~ ~ e~ e~ r~ 
ea i  -.- 
i°°i) 0 1 0 
0 0 1 ' 
1 1 1 0 
(9) 
(10) 
rh=.5 ,  r,~,=.5, rh=- .5 ,  rio=.5, 
rh=.5 ,  rh=.5 ,  rh=- .5 ,  rlo=.5, 
r~ = .5, r~2 = .5, rh  = o, r L = 1.0, 
rh  = .5, r~o~ = .5, rh  = -1.0, r~oo = o, 
rh=- .5 ,  r1~2=-.5, rh=.5 ,  r~o=-.5, 
rh=- .5 ,  r~=- .5 ,  rh=.5 ,  r io=- .5 ,  
r~,=-.5,  rh=- .5 ,  rh=o,  r io=-1.0, 
roll = - .5,  ro~ = - .5,  ro~ = 1.0, ro~o = o, 
r?, = .5, rh  = -1.5, rh  = -.5, rl~o = -1.5, 
r~l = 1.5, r~, =-.5, rh  = .5, rio = 1.5, 
r]l = .5, r~ = -.5, rh  = o, r~ = o, 
r] l  = 1.5, rg2 = -1.5, rh  = o, rgo = o, 
(11) 
rh  =- .5 ,  r°2 =.5 ,  r°s =.5 ,  rl°o =.5 ,  
r~1=-.5, r~,=.5, rh=- .5 ,  r°o=-.5, 
r°l  = - .5,  r°2 = .5, r% = o, r~o = o, 
ro °` = - .5,  ro°2 = .5, ro% = o, rgo = o. 
This set of data obeys I'~k -- 0. We next alter F~j such that .5 becomes .6. The resulting l"~k is 
then used as our origin point data. We see that I'~t is not zero here. 
For this set of data, the integrability equations are not satisfied, so to integrate these equations, 
we first specify a path. We integrate along z °, then z, then y, and then z. 
In Figure 1, we give an z, y map for l~xXl. We see what appears to be an infinite system of 
maxima and minima. The location of maxima and minima do have certain regularities. When 
we talk of maxima and minimum having a specific y coordinate, we see a series of minima and 
maxima with the same y coordinate with a tolerance of 4- one unit (a unit has a value of .3). The 
spacing in z is 7 4- one unit. Spacings of maxima as a function of y is not as simple. We also see 
from Figure 1 that magnitudes of the different maxima (minima) are not the same. Thus, the 
z, y map does not imply a lattice similar to what we have seen in our previous work [2-5]. 
Even though I '~ ~ 0, we see no evidence in Figure 1 of large numbers (our previous nemesis, 
when I'~k ~ 0) appearing. 
In Figure 2, we map V~ over a region larger than Figure 1 in the ++ quadrant. What we 
see is a lattice, albeit a complicated lattice. For example, we see a .66 minimum doublet hat is 
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repeated in z as well as in y. Similarly, a 1.28 maximum doublet is repeated in both z and y. 
Other magnitude maxima and minima are seen in a regular pattern. The grid used is .15 with a 
spacing between points of .60. This is a coarse grid. 
V~ is always greater than zero if its origin point value is positive. If V~ is zero then there is no 
further change of V/~ as a consequence of (7). Thus, V~ cannot change from positive to negative 
numbers. In order to get positive and negative numbers we may consider subdetermlnants of g 
in a higher dimensional space. For example, note the system described in [7]. 
As we alter z, the magnitude of the maxima and minima change but we still observe a regular 
array. In a 29 x 58 map with grid .15 and spacing between points of .6, the largest magnitude is
1.28, which appears regularly. We have observed how this largest magnitude in such a 29 × 58 
map changes as a function of z in Table 1. 
Table 1. Largest magnitude in 29 x 58. Map is for ~ as & functian of z. Grid is 
.15 and spacing betwecm points is .60. 
z in units 
of.6 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
-8 
-9 
-10 
-11 
Magnitude d largest 
nmxinnnn i map 
1.34 
1.21 
1.2i 
1.25 
1.32 
1.50 
1.54 
1.62 
1.54 
1.35 
1.29 
1.17 
1.23 
1.27 
1.41 
1.54 
1.57 
1.60 
1.40 
1.35 
1.22 
1.20 
The results indicate that the largest magnitude has an oscillatory behavior in z. There is no 
sign of large numbers appearing. The largest value for the maximum occurred at z -" 3 and 
z ----- --7. 
At ~ - 1 (in units  of .60) we see again a lattice structure. However, the shape of the lattice 
is very different. We map at z - -8 ,  t - 1 in Figure 3. For this z value the magnitude of 
the max imum has its largest value for the range of z studied. The max imum msgn i tude  vsr les 
between 2.50 and 2.64, while the min imum magnitude varies from 1.16 to  1.19. Mapping with a 
.0375 grid alters the 2~50 value to 2.64. Thus, st least some of the discrepancies in msgnitude for 
the maxima is due to errors. The location of the maxima and minims is symmetric in the region 
shown. 
In Figure 4, we see a map at z - -8 ,  t - 3. Errors become an increasing problem here (the 
grid is still .15) but the map still indicates a lattice. The magnitude of the lsrsest m~in  the 
z map at t -- 3 is 1.28, when we varied z from 6 to i0. 
By and large numbers tend to increase from t = 0 to t - I but tend to decrease sgsin at t -" 3. 
Errors become a problem at t - 2 for large [z[. 
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The lattice system for V~ as indicated by Figures 2, 3 and 4 is a more complicated lattice 
than we have dealt with previously. We see different contour patterns at t = 0, t = 1, and t = 3. 
r~t did not have a lattice structure when V~ did, although there were regularities observed for 
r~l. There was some deviation in magnitude of planar maxims at t - 1 that was not present to 
the same degree found at t -- 0. A smaller grid shows that at least some of this deviation from 
uniform magnitude for the maxirna is due to error. From a numerical point of view, we thus 
cannot say whether the V~ lattice is a "perfect" lattice or not. 
8O 
79 
I00 
I00 
I00 
IO' 
Figure 5. Map of V~ using the integration scheme given by Equation (12) in the ++ 
quadrant. Grid is .0TS. Two points are cslculnted along each segment before use is 
made of the superpmltion principle (12). 
6. THE NEW APPROACH TO NO INTEGRABILITY THEORY 
We now study the system of data of Section 5, when we make use of the new approach to no 
integrabillty. The new approach to no integrability does not favor a particular integration path 
as was done in Section 5. 
The new approach to no integrability was discussed in [5,6]. The maps found using the new 
approach show more desirable features than the sum over paths approach used in [2]. For example, 
the density of particles does not seem to diminish as we go farther from the origin. Also, the 
new approach to no integrability does not elevate the concept of path to a prominent position 
in the theory, and allows the field to be calculated from the field on a proceeding hypersurface 
without knowledge of past history. The new approach to no integrability is characterized by the 
schematic equation 
contributions from points for 
r (S )  -- ~ which the field is ~dre2u~ known, (12) 
directions which are neighboring to S. 
Neighboring points are parallel to the coordinate axes. 
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An z ,y  map of V~ in the ++ quadrant is given in Figure 5. The grid used was .075 and 
two points were calculated along any segment without use of the superpcsition principle (12). 
Figure 5 is thus obtained with a coarse grid. The map shows mv~ima nd minima appearing. We 
do not see the symmetry of the lattice in the domain mapped. Magnitudes of maxims (minima) 
show some variation. The ++ quadrant is interesting enough, and we would have pursued it to 
a greater degree, except for the results of the +-  quadrant. In the +-  quadrant we find no 
maxima or minima in v~, as shown in Figure 6. 
oo\ \ 
Figure 6. S|tusthm of Figure 5 in the +-  quadrsnt. 
In Aesthetic Field Theory, the type of solutions obtained epend on the choice of origin point 
data. For example, for a certain choice of P~k at the origin, we find that P~k is constant every- 
where. The results of the +-  quadrant suggest that other F~ ~ 0 systems should be investigated. 
7. SUMMARY 
Prior to this work, we had not obtained amultiparticle solution in Amthetic Field Theory when 
F[k ¢ 0. In this paper, we were able to obtain a lattice solution with P[k ~ 0, thus enlarging the 
pc~ibilities of Aesthetic Field Theory. 
P° 0 and V~ are natural candidates to represent a particle system. Although no definitive state- 
ments are made here with regard to this choice, we do discum features of both these pomibilities 
with an emphasis on V~" 
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